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TH E

S U N DA Y

ERHAPS THE SIMPLEST OF ALL

IN V IT A TORY
ment will offer to the Father Christ's own hom

the refrains of praise is the one per age, the sole reverence acceptable to God. Thus
used in 'the Office on Sundays, adoration which was heretofore the sum total of
throughout the year. In its simpfici- the submission of all creatures through the voice
ty, it is obvious as a child-like prayer; of man, has become a divine homage in the uni
and, this might easily prevent us versal heart of the God-Man.
from appreciating its depdi. The sa
THE ATTITUDE OF ADORATION 'WHICH
cred liturgy oftentimes conceals behind ample ex
the New Testament inherited from the Old Law is
pressions somefar-reaching thoughts; and the litur-

the foundation of Christian worship. The early
Church accepted withimmense gratitude the role of
Christ Himself and, with a maternal care, she or
ganized a form of worship in which all her children
would have an opportunity to discharge this glori
ous duty. She carried into her liturgy the senti
1. Let us adore the Lord, To adore is the ments of the countless generations which had pre
original relationship of man to God from the be ceded her on the glorious way. But she imparted
ginning of the world. The Creator deeply im to her adoration the plenitude which she received
gicali language excels in making even inconspicuous
slogans the most profoimd expressions of Christian
worship. Such is the Simday Invitatory. In this
call to reverential prayer, Christian life is given its
most real outlook and its most powerful incentive.

pressed upon the first man the full consciousness

from Christ. That is why Christian worship is

that his kingship upon his created environment filled with a new spirit, the spirit of thanksgiving.

would be exercised through the rendering of a full Adoration is now truer because it is enlightened by
homage. Man is primarily the appointed adorer, the radiations of the Word Himself made the livdestined to gather in his own heart the silent awe

ing Voice of the whole human race; it is not only

rising from the universe. Thus, the life of Man is entirely submissive to God's dominion, but filled
not just another'life among the myriad variations with the joy that the Son possesses in glorifying His

of created beings. It is endowed with the power of Father. We are no longer "strangers", but "mem
proclaimmg God's dominion, and of sharing there bers of God's household"; thus worship hias taken
by God's own greatness. The first economy of on a living and intimate quality which makes it
salvation organized by God Himself iiito a Cove the more the foundation of Christian living.
nant, namely, the Old Testament, made of adora

tion the cornerstone of the whole edifice of Jewish

Following a reUgious institution as old as the

of the world itself, the Church desig^nated
religion. One might quote at length the texts of history
a
day
of
the week on which the spirit of adoration
the Holy Scripture which describe this attitude of
should
be
more' openly and more adequately ex
devotion; he could also recall the sequence of pressed. We
this day Sunday. To us, it is
events the key of which is found in the recognition truly the Day call
of the Dord, "Dominica Dies". It

of God's dominion, unique and absolute.

Far

from changing an attitude of worship which rests
on man's own nature, the second economy of sal
vation elevated it to a higher dignity. We need

was highly beco^g, nay, it was imj)erative that

the duty of adoring should not be at all times sub
merged in or even conditioned by the endless flow

only to quote the words of Christ to the woman of man s labor. Human endeavor loses its primary
of Samaria, whereby He proclaims Himself the meaning which is not resolved in worship. Thus

new and universal Adorer. Thereafter, throughout Divine wisdom formally stalled all labor on a!n ap
the world, those incorporated into the New Testa- pointed day, that main's soul could easily rise above

life's contingencies and achieve the one thing
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which alone is absolute: dedicate herself to God.
To adore with Christ is the sublime reason of the

named them with the sureness of one who clearly

virioned in them their particular reflections of
Cod's
inexhaustible greatness. This is the first re
Christian Simday; it is also its chief obligation.
corded
act of human worship. It wasan act of in
May we say that the Christians of today greatly
telligence
as well as an act of submission. For, in
need to be raninded of the spiritual a^iificance
the
incomparable
variety of beings, the first Man
of the Sunday? Many causes, economic and so
contemplated
Cod.
The first and ideal psalm was
cial, have unfortunately led them to exchange the
bom
in
the
human
heart
on that day; and it made
glorious duty of loving adoration for the dreary
of
man's
soul
the
abode
of
Cod. Christian worship
discharge of an ethical obligation or, at the best,
possesses
the
same
vision,
with
this supreme differ
for the satisfaction of a devout obedience. May we
ence,
however,
that
the
act
of
creation is revered
return gradually to the pure spirit of worship
which animated Christian centuries on the Lord's

through Christ, the New-bom who sums up in

Himself all that Cod has made.

Was He not in
day. May we rerive in ourselves the spirit of
deed
the
"substantial
Image"
of
the
Creator Him
thanksgiving which characterizes Christian adora
self?
And,
while
Adam
could
only
adore Cod
tion. May Gk)d grant that the Catholics of our
through
the
reflections
presented
by
the
creatures,
time solve the spiritual crisis which confronts them
the
Christian
can
see
God
in
His
own
Son
made
every day of the week through abiding by the
Man.
Sunday's worship. May Cod give us the grace of
(Continued on next page)
making "adoration in truth" the all-embracing
Are we aware that the supremacy of the
disposition which will transform our days into a
Chant
rests on its inner excellencey that is
life of dedication. The Sunday Invitatory "Adoreits
possessing
fully the four qualifications
mus Dominum" is a weekly invitation which

should become the first and foremost

of our

prayers.

2. He has made us, Christian adoration
is not the reverence demanded from the slave, but

the dedication expected from an adopted child. It
is backed up by the universal history of creation
and concerned by the Son of Cod Himself. It is
at the same time a religious attitude based on
man's natural condition and elevated to a higher

level by Christ's dispensation. Man is not invited
to express a blind allegiance, but to utter from the
depth of his heart the cry which rises from an end
less vision of the domain of Cod. And the further

this vision extends its search, the deeper grows the
urge for grateful worship. The center of this vision
is the act of creation, the sublime and unfathoma
ble fact that the infinite marvels which surround

our life came originally from Cod who willed them.

He needed but to will them in order that they
might come into existence. As man's investigation
enlarges its initial compass, the act of creation
looks more unfathomable and infinite. This is

what Genesis means when it relates the summary
survey of Adam upon all creatures. He looked

them over in awesome contemplation, and he

previously mentioned?
Do we know that the inner excellence

of the Chant is born from the fact thaty
through these qualificationSy it is com
pletely incorporated into the sacramental
current of the liturgyy and that it never
departs from it?

Are we hearing this fact in mind while
we form our judgment on sacred musiCy
and has it truly become our musical cri
terion?

Do we believe in the excellence of the
Chant to the point that we appreciate it
increasingly; or are we just resigned to

bear the dictates of an authority imposed
upon us against our judgment?

Do we study the Chant with a sufficient
consistencyy in order to form an objective
judgment and to gain a spontaneous ap
preciation?

Do we sing it often enough to permit to
the Chant to permeate us^ xjuith its unsur
passable beauty?
These qualities are to be found, in the highest degree in
Gregorian Chant

'

(Continued on page 139)
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THE CONT^PLATIQN OF HIM "WHO the blasphemous piide of the modem world d<^

TYiaHff us", revpaJs to tl^ duistiaii the relation the book of adoration, the Day of the Lord invites

all Christians to read it with humblene^ and to
which the creahon establishes between God and pass the First Day of the Week in the spirit of lov
the created wprld^ The first striking truth is the ing reverence.. But, because we have left our^vra
infinite reinpteness of the Creator. As we summon

one after the other ^ch creature, we hear the in
variable testimony: "fecit nps". He alone could
have made us, becapse He isunlike to us. And, as
the inniimprahle testimoriials accumulate before

open to worldly influences, our religious attitude

on Sunday has shown evidence of a lessening inthe
spirit of adoration. We still go to M^; but the

latter seldom resounds the enthusiastic echoes of a

sung piraise. More than ever, the choir has a great
our inquiry, their unanimous agreemoit grows m missinn
to fulfill in the restoration of the Christian
certitude. The created world unites into a radi
ant symphony which St. Paul recalls when hesum

Sunday. It faces a challenge and, accordingly, a

responsibility. As long as the^gfe_Massja^rtmons the viable universe to confound the impiom
ed,
^ spirit of .aioration witii jGhmTj^Jnnday
Romans. The psalmist is mindful of this t^ti- w^i^Tiish
more and more. On the other han^ as
mony while he invites constantly all creatures to
tEe'^trains of a revenSIC'dBif'v® be fiesuxl again,
pass before our eyes. And when, as Adam, the they
will gather in their own orbit the prayd of
Christian has fully passed in review the whole crea

the faithful. It cannot be tOftjifteii.jcepeatBd. that
tion, he begins to know himself. Conscious of be th^restoration
of the Stmiday gr£ati£;J[gsts_upon
ing more than a reflection, fully aware of bearing the resurgence of
the choir. As long as the latter
in his own self God's sacred image, he surmises

is considered only as a ritualistic expedient or a
with more internal evidence the impenetrable re
mutical adornment, we cannot hope for its revival.
moteness of his Creator. For, even the image is
But, when the priest, from the altar, will surmnon
but a finite and passing shadow of the pure Spirit the reverence of his flock to proclaim aloud the
which has neither limitation in His being nor
dominion of a loving Father, we may hope that
end to His power. To appreciate the remoteness
the Holy Spirit >vill instill a loyal response among
of God, to submit our life to Him, is exactly those who fall in awesome admiration at the
what the Church means when, on Sunday morn

thought of the Euchari^c sacrifice. The choir is

ing, she invites us to adore: Adoremus Dominum. invested with the mistion of re-awakening at large
It is an immense fortime that, in the actual econ
the spirit of adoration. More specifically, it be
omy under which we live, Christian worship is hooves Christian angers to spur on all brethren

voiced by Christ and carried by Him to the Father.
The praise for which silent creatures and not even
man cannot possibly find an adequate expresaon,
has been definitively assumed by Christ. He is the
authorized Cantor who breaks the silence of na
ture and who atones for the imworthiness of sin

ext'ery Sunday, that there may raise from their
hearts the act of supreme adoration which is the

deepest significance of the eucharistic offering, arid

which makes of chrii^an living a total and happy
dedication. Hence, we mgently recommend to all
choirs the refrain of the Sunday Invitatory.

ful man. He alone penetrates the remoteness of this simple refrain be their rallying sopg.

Let

the Father; and when, in our name. He adores on

the mountain of prayer, His reverence for the do
minion of God is equal to the consciousness of the
Creator Himself.

THE FOREGOING CONSIDERATIONS MAY

appear too Tar-fetched for the ordinary Christian;
but, in fact, they are within the reach of the ample
soul. We mean the soul of the Christian who is
docile to the lesson of the created world. While
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The Editor and Staff pray that God will bless
your efforts- abundantly during the new
school year.
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THE ORGAN MUSIC OF FLOR PEETERS
by Theodore Marier, F.A.G.O.
IFTER COMPLETING HIS SECOND

known as Belgium, we immediately fix our atten
tion on the historical and musical environs with

Itranscontinental tour of the United
that nation has surrounded him, and in so
IStates Flor Peeters, official ambassa- which
doing attempt to find a niche for him among his

jdor of good will from Belgium to

lAmerica, has once again departed

immortal brothers.

Indeed^ the musical fortune to which he as a

Ifrom oiir shores. By the many who Belgian is heir, is formidable. Starting with the

{were fortunate enough to make per cloring years of the Gothic Period and extending
sonal contact with this unusual personality he is re through the peak of the Renaissance, history re
membered for his gracious and courtly manner veals a virtual monopoly in music at the hands of
and for his boundless enthusiasm for music.

By

the Netherlands.

From the Scheldt to Priisaa,

the countless others who made contact with him

Italy and Spain, they founded schools, directed
' soldy through his organ playing at the munerous choirs, and served princes, prelates and popes in a
recitab which he gave in our country, he is re musical capacity. The influence of men like Dumembered for the imagination and technical skill fay, Obrecht, Okeghem, Des Pres, Willaert, De
that he brought to his interpretations of the mas- Monte, Lassus, and De Rore on the musical think
tetWorks of organ literature. By a third group ing of thieir times can never be adequatdy meas
who prefer not to measiure a musician's stature by ured. After the close of the 16th Century a peri
his engaging manner, or his virtuoaty as a perfor od of rest from creative labors seemed to setde on
mer, Peeters is and will be remembered for the this people and it was not until the 18th Century
striking and refreshingly original music that he has with Gossec, the symphonist, and Gretry, the man
composed. A glance at the list of published works of the theatre, that the flame of their creative force
already to his credit (he is just now entering the was re-enkindled. The new vitality became more
prime of hi§ career) reveals an impresave accumu and more in evidence with the pasring of the years
lation of organ, piano, and choral muac, as well as and the I9th Century found l^lgium once again
munerous contributions to song literature. We assuming a role of leadership. The names of Berishall limit the scope of this discussion to but one ot, Vieuxtemps and Ysaye are still synonmous with
£^pect of Peeters' talent for composition, namely, instrumental virtuosity and interpretive artistry,
that for organ music. This phase of his creative while those of Fetis, Gevaert and Van den Borren
prowess is significant enough to warrant a separate are today recognized as pioneers in the highly re
study, and azeable enough to furnish us with the garded field of musicology. No cataloguing of the
necessary means for a just evaluation oThis abili world's musical giants is of course complete with
ty as a composer.

NATIONAL BOUNDARIES DO NOT PRO-

vide the reader with an immediate measure of a

out reference to another Belgian, Cesar Franck,

who not only established a school of symphonic
composition but who was the guiding inspiration

for the establishment of a school of organ playing
and compositions that infiuenced composers

composer's genius for making beautiful music, but
they do provide an interesting and colorful back

throughout France, Belgium, Spain, and America.

drop for a composer's activity. They suggest some
thing of the magnitude of Ids inheritance by call
ing to mind the outstanding musical achieve

ble for the artistic formation of numerous mus
icians of their day, the first as teacher on the facul

ments of his countrymen both ancestral and con

ty of the Brussels Conservatory, and the second as

temporary. When we say, therefore, that Peeters

the director of the Lemmens Institute. In selecting

In pedagogics, Lemmens and Tinel were responsi

belongs to the geographical sector of Europe the names of the musical elite of the immediate
Page 137
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past and of the present generations, those of Ben-

Old Netherlands Masters «— Part I and
Part II (Lemoine, Paris)

oit, Samuel Gilson, Maleingrau, Van Nuffel, AnGlancing down the list of titles, the reader will
diiessen, Vitry, and Peeters come to mind to fur- recognize
the names of many of the conventional
jiish evidence that there is no abating in the inten
found in organ literature: the Toccata,
sity of Belgium's musical life down to our own forms
Chorale,
Suite, Fugue, Variations, and Improvisa
day. In historical perspective then, we find that tions, among
others. The overall shape of the
this nation though small in physical dimensions,
music
is
thus
suggested
by these titles but the in
has been and still is large in artistic stature.

character of the musical content is not. One
Among its favored sons we have placed Peeters. ner
wonders about the kind of melodic and harmonic
Just where on the ladder of success his position designs to be found therein and about the texture
will ultimately be secured remains to be seen. For of
the contrapuntal fabric.
the present, a brief review of his achievements in
organ composition should reveal something of the
nature of his talent.

BEFORE SELECTING ANY COMPOSITIONS

for particular discussion, two general aspects of
A CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF PEETERS' Peeters' style should be mentioned. The first of
organ composition by opus number is given here these is that in the chronological review of his
to afford the reader with an overall view of their
number and diversity.

Opus 6

evolution of what we caU the "modem" idiom of

composition. Starting with the easily un
Four Improvisations on Gr egorian musical
derstood
orthodox musical language of the last
Themes (McLaughlin and Reilly Co.,
century,
Peeters,
in the expansion and develop
Boston)
ment of his style, gradually introduces the unusual

Opus 11 Ten Pedal Studies — Air and Varia
tions on a Belgian Folk Song (Mc
Laughlin and Reilly Co., Boston)

Opus 13 Symphonic Fantasy on an Easter Plainsong {B.. W. Gray Co., New York)
Opus 16a Monastic Peace (De Ring, Antwerp)
Opus 16b Mystic Night (Bergmans, Tilburg)
Opus 17 Intimate Studies — Volume I (Berg
mans, Tilburg)

Opus 20 Variations and Finale on an Old Flem
ish Noel (Elkan-Vogel Co., Phila.)
Opus 25 Intimate Studies — Volume II (Berg
mans, Tilburg)

Opus 28 Toccata^ Fugue and Hymn on ^^Ave
Maris Stella^^ {Ltmoinc, Paris)
Opus 37 Flemish Rhapsody (Schott, Brussells)
Opus 38 Elegie (Lemoine, Paris)
Opus 39 Ten Organ Chorales (Schott, Mainz)
Opus 42 Pdssacaglia and Fugue (Schott, Mainz)
Opus43 Suite Modale (Lemoine, Paris)
Opus 48 Symphony (Lemoine, Paris)
Opus 55 Thirty-Five Miniatures (McLaughlin
and Reilly Co., Boston)
Opus 58 Variations on an Original Theme (El
kan-Vogel Co., Phila.) Also:
Page 138

works from Opus 6 to 58, there is mirrored the

and the neoteric into the make-up of his music
and in so doing affects a step by step transition
from the old to the new types of musical expres
sion. Chant melodies, modality, triad parallelism,
quartal harmony, polytonality, and linear counter
point find their way into his vocabulary in such a
way that his music forms a bridge, as it were, from
the 1890's to the 1940's.

The second immediately discernible feature of
Peeters' organ music, though not necessarily a
distinguishing one, is the extreme economy of
means with which he sets forth his ideas, even

those of the most extended proportions. This does
not imply an absence of virtuosity. On the con
trary, it signifies a compositional virtuosity which
makes it possible for him to trim his music down
to its essential ingredients and to present it through
a controlled and well disciplined restraint. Such a
technique for simplification as this could only have

been the result of prolonged study and practice.
Anyone who has suffered the throes of creative
labors in the field of music knows well that the

tendency toward complexity is far stronger than
the tendency toward simplicity; that granted an
adequate technique it is easier to write difficult

JULY-AUGUST, 1948

ers' precedent for the joyous abandon of his Flem
ish Rhapsody; or the lofty detachment of his
Adagio
in the Suite Modale; or the relentless drive
many long hours in mastering the impulse for
of
his
Toccata,
Fugue and Hymn onthe Ave Maris
overstatement, because nowhere in his muric does
SteUa?
These
certainly are the unique ^hievevirtuosity get out of hand to dominate the muacal
music than to write easy and convincing muac.
Peeteis, too, has experienced this and has spent

scene on its own. To the student and the recita-

ments of one man who dared to reach out into the

unexplored alone. A composer has to make a be

list the resulting features of clarity and directness
are of course a ddight, for the music fits com
fortably under the fingers and feet so that even in
a first reading of a given score, the essence of the
miiric is perceived by the performer without his
first going through what in the case of many mod
em composers is an almost indecipherable array
of notes. In concert performances likewise the

Perhaps no single influence affected more pro
foundly Peeters' artistic formation than Gregorian

music reaches the listener immediately, freed as it
is frpm the encumbrance of complexity.

of his homeland and the resulting widespread in

positions brings us back for a moment to the state

today the chant-like line and modal harmony are

youth. This is not to speak disparagingly of them
but rather to repeat what is the normal course of
any artist's development. Even the seasoned con
cert-goer, for example, finds it difficult to dis
tinguish clearly between the style of Beethoven's
early composition and that of the mature works

this influence, namely, the Four Improvisations on
Gregorian Melodies. Here the Verbum Superniun, Ave Maria, Iste Confessor, and Inviolata are

ginning somewhere and the fact that he can put to
immediate use his early inheritance and then cast

it ofif when he comes of age, is what makes a truly

great creative talent one of the joys and boons of

our earthly existence.
Ghant. The restoration of Chant in the churches

terest in Modality at a lime when he was still
yotmg,
fired his-imagination to such an extent that
A CONSIDERATION OF THE EARLY COM-

integral parts of his musical thinking. His first
ment made above that Peeters' first murical es
says reflect strongly the style of the modek of his published work for organ shows the beginnings of

given simple, somewhat conventional but none the
less artistic treatment.

Then in succesaon come

the youthful and exhuberant Symphonic Fantasy
on
an Easter Plainsong; the Monastic Peace with
of Haydn.' The early essays of Bach also are
found to show an affinity with the works of his its psalm tone phrase in the middle section; the

idol and early model, Buxtehude. But where are
the traces of Haydn in the 5th Symphony or those
of Buxtehude in the "Great" G Minor Fantasy and
Fugue? Similarly, a tune detective might find the
Verbum Supemum movement in Peeters' Four
Improvisations to be in the same mold as the Preambule of Vieme's 24 Pieces, en style libre; or he
might observe a striking res^blance between the
Inviolata from Peeters' same work and the Legende also by Vieme; and going further he would
probably discover that in both volumes of the In
timate Studies there are strong reminders of
Franck's L'Organiste and Guilmant's Practical
Organist; and the fact that the cast of the Toccata
at the end of Volume II of the Intimate studies is

quite the same as that first devised by Widor would
certainly not escape the searching eye. There are
in these works, at least on the surface, what could
be called stylistic plagiarisms. But where is Peet

(Continued on next page)

Do we realize that the Church calls the

Chant the music which is "proper^^ to her,
because it is the sole form of music which
is fully identified with Christian worship
and fully expressive of Christian life?
If the matter should be left to our own
choice, would we prefer a chanted devo
tion to a silent form of prayer?
Do we make rare use of the Chant, or
do we incorporate it as frequently as possi
ble to the divine services?

Can we call ourselves truly singingmembers of the Holy Church?
whicht is, consequently, the Chant proper to the Roman
Churdi
(Continued on page 143)
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Mystic Niight, each of whose smooth contrapuntal wish for anything different in them. It is the spirit
lines has the unmistakable contom- of a Chant mel of the early and the late Middle Ages that he has
ody; the dynamic and emotionally stirring Tocca expressed through the musical, language of our
ta, Fugue and Hymn on Ave Maris Stella; the times.
For the musician-composer, the love of home
£legie, written on the occasion of the death of his

mother, with its brief and beautiful quotation from land becomes articulate when he turns to the folk
the In Paradisum in its closing measures; the

material of his people.

By making use of that

in each of its four movements:

transcribe into musical sounds the otherwise inex

Suite Modale vibrating with the Gregorian spirit which is natmal and dear to him he can often
the Chorale,

Scherzo, Adagio, and Toccata; the Thirty-Five
Miniatures comprising a series of short modal com
positions on each of the twelve tones of the scale;
and finally, the more recent Variations on an Orig
inal Theme into whose modal framework the

composer has poured a musical substance of dy
namic and persuasive force.
IN

ORDER TO ACHIEVE

HIS

ARTISTIC

ends in the above mentioned works, Peetere resort

ed with ii^creasing frequency as the years passed
to the use of oiganum-like progressions of fourths

pressible spirit of his people. The formula does
not vary with Peeters. In at least three of his ma
jor contributions to organ literature he has resorted
to the use of melodic strands taken from the folk
material of his homeland. The Ten Pedal Studies
in the form an Air and Variations, which he wrote

as a teaching vehicle for developing a pedal tech
nique on the part of his pupils, is based on an old
Belgian folk song, "Le petit p8cheur rus6".
Through scale, octave and chord passages his af
fection for this golden strand of melody causes the
gaiety, whimsy and wit of Ae time to dominate

and fifths as well as to unconventional dissonances. the entire musical scene. A more sombre and spir
At the hands of this gifted composer such devices itual treatment is given to the Variations and
of composition emeige from the sonorous fabric of Finale on an old Flemish Noel. Here in accord
his creations without the lightest trace of self con ance with the nature of the original song, the mus
sciousness or apparent eflfort. They contribute sub ic is poetic, intense and serious. The composer's
stantially to the totality of the effect by heighten attachment to the fields and forests of his home
ing the spirit of Mediaeval mysticism in one pas land is strongly reflected in the towering Flemish
sage and by transforming another into a rugged Rhapsody for the principal theme of which he has
and grand Gothic tonal arch. There is a feeling borrowed another folk melody. This work has
of inevitability here, and after being exposed to been described by a critic as an ". . . audacious
these sounds one wonders how they could have composition ... a solid monument that glorifies

been fashioned in any other way. Nor does one the vigor and youth of a whole people". It is in
truth a stirring tour de force fpr the performer ^
well as for the listener.

Peeters was also influenced by Bach.

It

Forty years ago...

is an influence that has stemmed from an in

the first Wicks was huilt... the
forerunner of many, many, fine

timate contact with the Bach repertoire as a stu
dent and recitalist. The Ten Chorales, for instance,

pipe organs.

are cast in the Bach mold as will be seen in the

choice of Chorale melody, in the design of the fig

1 CKS
R G A ]M S
C H L A N D
t

I N

O I S

\

ures-aligned to the accompaniment, and some

times also in the pitch level of the principal
melodic fragments. Peeters' polytonal Passacaglia
and Fugue, too, springs from a thorough absorp
tion of the structural materials of the Leipzig
Cantor's handiwork. Yet withal this mirroring of
Bach, it is only a surface resemblance because as
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old he was substituting for his father on oc
the test of performance makes clear^ the substance years
casion,
and at 12 was composing hymn times and
of the Peeters' compositions belong to Peeters and orchestral
pieces. At the age of 20 the Lemmens
the total effect of themusic is one of freshness and Institute gave him its Grand Prix for Interpreta
spontaneity.
tion and Composition. This in turn was followed
by another prize in the way of an appointment to
LIKE MANY OF HIS CONTEMPORARIES, the post of assistant organist atthe Malines Cathe
Peeters has become fascinated with the newer ma

terials of music-making such ^ secundal counter

dral of St. Rombault. Two years later he became

the First Organist of the Cathedral, a title which

he holds to this day. During several extended stays
point, quartal harmony and polytonality. Espedal- in
Paris he worked under the inspiring tutelage of
ly in those works which he composed during the

Toumemire and Dupr6. Married and father of
three children, he spends his days in the environs
these new techniques in evidence. The Symphony of
except when concert engagements take
and the unpublished Concerto for Organ and Or h\mMalines
into Germany, Holland, England, and in re
chestra, for example, were written for the most
tortuous hours of bombardment in the late waf are

part in the cdlar bomb-shdlter of his home while

cent times, to the United States.

V-l's and V-2's were exploding all around him.

Upon hearing these works one has the feeling that

2^ the revulaon that the composer harbors against
the devastation of war is transcribed literally into
the muac. If there seems to be added an all too

LITURGICAL ARTS

generous portion Of dissonance and harshne® in
these compoations, one need only to reflect that
the last note of the Concerto was set down on De-

canber 31, 1944, the last day of the Battle of the
Bulge.
In order to fumi^ the reader with a biographi

A quarterly devoted to the arts at
the service of the Catholic Church
It is the official organ of the

Liturgical Arts Socie^, Inc.,
which was founded in 1928.

cal profile of this challenging figure, a brief re

T^e Society is not operated

view is made here of some of Peeters' other ac

for profit.

complishments. As a musicologist he has tran
scribed from old manuscripts and published two
voliunes of organ muac composed by his Nether-

Ian^ ancestors. He has called these publications
"Old Netherlands Masters"

and

in

them has

brought together authentic editions of the music

of Dufay, Obrecht, Isaac, Des Pres, De Monte,
Cornet, Fiocco, Sweeliack, Loeillet, to select the
names of a few of those represented. As a teacher
he girides the organ students of the Brussels Con
servatory and of the Royal Conservatory of Ghent.
He has published a Practical Method for- the Ac
companiment of Chant. The monumental Nova
Orgarri Harmonia ad Graduale published under
the general editorship of Van Nuffel contains a

large number of Peeters' Chant accompanhnerits.
Flor Peeters was bom in the little village of

In its pages have appeared articles and
illustrations dealing with the planning,

building, and decoration of churches;
the renovating of existing buildings; the
design and execution of sacred vessels,
vestments, and statuary; also with music
and other matters which are subject to
liturgical usage.

Clergy, laity, artists ... all can benefit
from reading this quarterly.

It is the only one of its kind in English.
Yearly subscription is three dollars
Single copies . . . .'. .75 cents
A descriptive booklet will be mailed on request

Liturgicai Arts Society, Inc.
7 East Forty'Secdnd Street. New York 17, N« Y.

Tielen near Antwerp in the year 1903. His father
was the village organist

By the time he was 8
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LEARNING

THE

CHANT

jNCE PREJUDICES HAVE BEEN

AS

A

LANGUAGE

role of silent beneficiaries. Is it necessary to repeat

jmet with, and a propitious atmos- that this trend is contrary to the intentions of

Iphere arouses among singers a more Christ Himself and of His Church, and that the
favorable attitude, how are we going aim of the Motu Proprio is, in no doubtful terms,
jto actually approach the Chant? Not to re-establish the fullness of EuCharistic participa
las a science to be learned, but rather tion. Should it be said again that fullness requires

Ias a language to be spoken. The

that the Eucharistic sacrifice shall be surrounded

Chwt is primarily and above all the means
through which the social experience of religion is
made accessible to the ordinary Christian. We
should rather say "to every Christian", because all
Christians, regardless of the particular conditions
of their life, need the Chant in order to enjoy their
religion unto fullness.
It cannot be repeated too often that the Chant

with a display of dignity which will arouse the awe
of all present, that its enactment will radiate from
all sides an incomparable fervor, that it will call

is not just ornamental music, established to add
beauty to religious services. Yet, the devotional
trend of a large number of Catholics of all ranks is
today a constant denial of the inner value of sacred
muac. This is the hidden reason why the progress

realized in the past forty years is relatively small
and out of comparison with the achievements that
Catholicism claims in many other fidds. There
remains between the religious experience of Catho
lics and the declaration of Pius X a gap, the depth
of which has left us too unconcerned. The prob
lem of teaching or of learning the Chant, is not
primarily one of musical initiation, but of spiritual
orientation.

And, all other considerations must

subside before this main issue.
THE ISSUE ITSELF REMAINS AMBIGUOUS

unless it is dearly stated what sort of langauge the

Chant really is.

the entire faithful to a visible action While at the

same time it suggests the most recollected contem

plation? In the midst of this fullness, the Christian
can, under no circumstances, segregate himself
from the stimulation which such fullness arouses.

In the Eucharist, the Christian is not an individual
witness; he is present as a brother who needs to
commune with his brethren. For, only then can

he respond adequately to the incomparable full

ness which is the pri\^ege of the united Chinch.
When it comes to find a means of expression in
sharing the Eucharistic fullness, and to devise the
bond of brotherly unity, the Church made her
own the inexhaustible potentialities of which mus
ic, among all arts, is the uncontested source. That
is why sacred song, called Chant, became at the
first hour and will remain for all time the vehicle

of Eucharistic fullness. Such a vehicle is proper
ly called a language. And, as truly as the life of a
people cannot be separated from the national
language, so also the participation in the Eucharist
cannot be diverted from sacred song.

Hence the first approach to the Chant is pri

The Chant is the language of marily a socio-religious experience. Its motivation

partidpation. A big word which conceals a very is intensely religious; its practice is directly social.
big thing. It is increasingly used by those who de It means that, in teaching or learning the Chant,
sire to restore Christian worship to its pristine vi the religious and social aspect shall take precedence
tality; it is not always dearly explained. All agree over all technical and esthetic considerations. It
that to share the Offering of the Eucharist, called should be learned as any o&er language is learned,
by Pius X the "divine mysteries", is the very core namely, by the direct or experimental method. In
of religious experience for the Catholic. But, there this we have lamentably failed, and professional
is a trend, unfortunatdy too widespread, leaving gregorianists of all ranks are to be blamed for this ^

the priesthood wholly responsible for expressing the
offering, and relegating the worshippers to the
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they too often rely on the primacy of technique.
Even though a well-grounded technique is most
necessary to even the popular teacher of chant, it
is imperative that the Chant be taught first as the
language of participation, and that, at the begin
ning, all technique be thrown to the winds.
Let us call this the living approach. Our exagger_ated cult for standards, methods, classification, has
Gregorianists to humbly recognize this law, and
to abandon the pretenses of a teaching which un
til now remains largely fruitless. If it is true that
for centunes the Chant was transmitted from

mouth to mouth, why don't we use the same peda
gogy in order to emulate the glorious times when
Gregorian melodies truly were the language of
Christendom? Yet, let no one think that, for be
ing seemingly unscientific, the procedure of learn

any legalistic, historical, or technical explanation;
just introduce a song with the vividness which is
inseparable from a thing of beauty. Furthermore,
each rhelody is to be presented primarily as an im
mediate means of fully participating in a particu
lar part of the Mass. Waste no time in slowly
grinding the song into bored or inactive minds.
Let the approach be so rapid that, while it start
les the curiosity of those who leam it, it prompts
in them the acuity of listening which is the best
response and also the surest way to retain that
which has been heard. And, when the song has
thus been learned and then only, can the teacher
give at random, and always informally, such inci
dental explanations which may strengthen the ap
preciation of a particular melody. At this very
(Continued on next page)

ing the Chant as a language of participation is un
intelligent. It is intelligent, because it is based on
two realities infinitely stronger in appeal than any

technique,^ namely, the fullness of Eucharistic par
ticipation and the unity of the Brethren. Spiritual
contact is the most potent factor in learning music,
as is amply attested by the musical history of peo- *
pies. Aiid, there has never been a spiritual contact
musically more powerful than the Eucharist. The

Chant shall be fiist and best learned through par
ticipation.

This is in itself a true technique, the technique
of life. Its practical qualifications should be now
explained, especially for the benefit of those who
are really taking to heart the restoration of the

Chant as the Eucharistic language to be spoken in
our schools, churches, seminaries, and convents.
These qualifications are not found in manuals of

Chant, but in the conditions of Eucharistic par
ticipation itself. The first thing to impart to the
prospective class is the spirit of participation. Do
not teach the latter, but lead immediately the
singers into its various manifestations. For, when
we really share the life of people, we soon desire

to acquire the ability ofspeaking their tongue with
ease. So also singers who are first brought up to
take an active part in every moment of the Mass,

will soon feel that every moment must be sung.
This is the time to present to singers the longing

to express these songs. Please do not attempt

Do we have a deep respect for the fact
that the Chant is contemporary of those
whom we call the Fathers of the Church?

Is this respect a perfunctory attitude for
tradition or the realization that, in this

tradition, an unexcelled spiritual culture
has been transmitted to us?

Are we aware that this spiritual and
musical culture, arising at the Springtime
of the Church, was the fruit of a spontane
ous inspiration, and a vigorous expansion?
Can we continue to consider the tradi

tion of the Chant as a souvenir of the past
rather than a treasure of the present?
Are we not afraid of losing, through this
sin of pride neglect, the very roots of an
inspired and fervent devotiori?

Are we ready to rejuvenate, for our own
benefit, our dormant faith by singing our
prayer, as our Fathers commanded us to
do?

Do we let this privilege to a few special

ists, or do we want to make it the oppor
tunity of all?
the only Chant she has inhedtedbom the ancient Fath^s
(Continued on page 148)
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point the choir is truly learning the language of them to the singers. In regard to the techmcal re

the Eucharist. History of education as well as his sults by which he shall gauge the value of the sing
tory of Christian aposfblate are witnesses to the ing, let him be contented with a few essentials
soundness of this approach. And, if further proof which will make the Chant at once truly artistic

and prayerful. If books are used for the presenta
tion of melodies, their initial usefulness is reached
if the group gradually develops a visual concen

should be needed, the Missions of Africa or the

South Pacific in particular shoyv with a glaring
evidence how the spirit of participation of primi
tive peoples has brought a restoration of the Chant
which puts to shame the failures of our saturated

tration sufficient to ascertain a rapid glance at the
melodic contours. The learning of a melody shall
be done with great care for the smoothness of the
civilization.
flow of tone. HeaVy siiiging spells failure; light
OF COURSE, THE INITIAL METHOD (IF bubbling promises success. Is it necessary to repeat
one wants to call it a method) here recommended
requires a no less capable teacher than any other
perhaps more technical. The personality of the

again that the beauty of the Chant agr^ Only

teacher, which modern musical education holds
but in small esteem, is the most decisive factor.

Lastly, make theJesson an experience of real piety,
because only in that atmosphere can the beauty of

Personality does not mean here uncontrolled or
individualistic temperament, but the vivid exem

Spirit of participation, rapidity of action, discre
tion in explanations, are three things which must

the Chant be fully appreciated.
When such informal but living presentation of
Gregorian melodies will become a consistent part
of Catholic action, dislike will give place to sincere
appreciation. We will be much nearer to a real

live in the teacher himself while he tries to impart

restoration.

with the latter? Demand at once the neat diction

of the text, which is the first rule of expression.

plification of the qualities previously explained.
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ORATE FRATRES
"Dom Virgil Michel, founder and first Editor, used to soy that by far the
greatest obstacle to the liturgical movement was the failure to understand
its purpose and scope.
Orote Frotres was founded in 1926. It has been the spearhead of the move

ment in this country since that date. It is edited by the Benedictine Monks
of St. John's Abbey, Collegeville, Minnesota.
Orate Frotres is published twelve times during the year, beginning a new
volume with the First Sunday of Advent. Each issue has 48 poges."
(Reprint from the Liturgical Press)

Readers of Coecilia should be also readersof Orate Fratres. They will thereby under
stand that the liturgical movement and, in some measure, the musical restoration are
together "on oscetical movement, to rear a solid spiritual edifice by placing first things
first."
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GREGORIAN

highlights
by Oriscus

HE AGNUS DEI NO. 10 IS THE

THERE IS A SPECIAL SATISFACTION IN

fourth melody of the Ordm^ pre finrting out that rimple mdodies possess some of
viously suggested for initiating the the formal qualifications which are demand^ from
faithful to the singing of the High a great work of art. Our insisting on the rimpliciMass on Sunday. This song has the ty of the Agnus Dd should not mean that techm-

fragrance of a springtime scent, and cal achievement is not to be found in it. On the
riiould eaaly gain the favor of the contrary, the one who wrote it was an unassum-'

master able to cast a free inspiration into a
people. Acloser observation will reveal
it con ing
solid
Our looking into the latter will in
tains the germ which can transform a simple line creaseframe.
our esteem for this tiny bit of liturgical md

into a truly artistic product. The choirmaster con
cerned with developing among the singers a genu

ody. The first evidence is in the classical purity of

form. In scholastic terms, it can be summed up
ine appreciation for this first Communion song its
by
the diagram A-B-A2. The first and the third
should devote some time to gain a full grasp of the
invocations are identical} the second introduces
between
these two the wedge of a variation. A va
If one rings it through lightly and soulfuUy, he

qualities of this Agnus Dd.

win feel at once that the mdody is flowing and,

riation which far from exduding itself from ^y

arises with great ease and its mdodic contour ap

The potentialities of enlightment and radiation

as it were, transparent. Without any hesitancy, it dependence, serves as the link of perfect unity.

are somewhat concealed in the two extreme
pears very definite. Furthermore, the general which
phrases,
are suddenly displayed in the middlemovement from the first rhythmic pattern unto
phrase.
The
whole is a tightly-knit murical minia
the point of repose, though comparable to the swift
ture wherein refined detail does not weaken the

fluttering of a bird's wing, is nevertheless neat and

precise. Hence, a first contact brings to the fore strength of the design.

Because ♦'bis Agnus Dei is a tone-minature, it is
the two qualities which we expect from a song of
not
desirable to di^ct its lines into smaller pat
popular appeal, namdy, mdodic spontandty, and
terns
and to look for real motives. It will be more
an easily fdt rhythnpc motion. In the whole series
rewarding
to follow the flow of the melodic line
of melodies which form the entire Kyriale, one will
find very few examples of sudh lovdy rimplidty. and to find in its undivided contours the root of a
The composer of the Agnus Dd presently under natural growth. The initial melody begins with
conrideration was more aware than many others an apporitibn and a contrasL The tone-flow goes
of the peed of simple songs for the Ordinary of into opposite directions: first the stepwise descent
the Mass. He understood that such songs are more of MI-RE-DO, then the skipwise ascent of MIeasily incorporated uito the sacrifidal function, SO-LA. The meaning is immediate for the atten
and certainly more accessible to the people at

tive listener: relaxation followed by a rapid ten-

rion. The song stdrts with unperturbed loveliness,
dle Ages, led Composers of the greater part of our using a tone-thread quite frequent in some melo
Kyriale to write florid melodies. They undoubted dies of the fourth mode of mtense character.
ly reached a greater depth, but theyalso lost a part Hence, there is in the very injfial tones a spiritual

large. He resisted to the trend which in the Mid

of the unaffected loveliness through which ordi
nary folks are better introduced into the spirit of
simg partidpation. From the standpoint of con
gregational ringing, the Agnus Dd no. 10 is un
excelled.

warmth which their soft loveliness is harcUy able

to restrain or even to conceal. That is the r^sason
for which the contrast with the ascending direc

tion of the following pattern is almost expected.
The skipwise nature of the group MI-SO-LA, but
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makes the' intensity of the melody now evident. completeness of expresaon which, for such a
And, from those two patterns closely linked, there sketchy melody, is most surpriang. Again, a slight

change in the ending of the second Agnus estab
lishes
a perfect balance between the two elements
ness of touch and strength of assertion convene in
perfect agreement. With equal ease and logic, the of the phrase.
melody immediately descends, but only half-way
arises a melody of clean definition, wherein loveli

to the mediate tone MI. This tone, the final of

•the Mode, began and also ends the incise, after
taking two directions. It thus reveals, as it were, a
double meaning; for it was at the same time the
point wherefrom the melody could relax and upon

WITH THE STUDY OF THE GEM-LIKE

Agnus Dd, the presentation of an initial Ordinary
for congregational use on Sunday is completed. It
may be useful at this time to remind the reader of
the whole series. The suggested Ordinary included
the following: Kyrie no. 16, Ambrosian Gloria,

which it could as well rise. Throughout the whole
incise, it is felt as the melodic center, the center of Sanctus and Agnus Dd no. 10. Appropriate com
spiritual expression.
THE SECOND AGNUS DEI CANNOT BE

strictly called a development, because its frame is
obviously too short. May we use a poetical term
which is more relevant, and say that it is compara

ble to a "blossoming". The first invocation; already
had the charm of blossom-time; the second invo

cation brings it to a full blossoming. Speaking in
more technical terms, one should say that the ini

ments on each melody have been given in the
course of this year. Anyone who took time to read
them may now see in a clearer light the reasons,
both artistic and practical, which dictated a departme from the usually chosen Ordinary. But,
there is no better reason than the test of experience
in order to prove the soimdness of a choice. While
the Gregorian Highlights wae written, Oriscus
had the predous opportunity to introduce the sug
gested Mass to a parish. He has observed that the

venture was decidedly successful, while other at

tial pattern of the melody reaches an accent which, tempts with a more elaborate Mass lamentably
though contained in the very beginning, is now failed. Hence, at the close of his comments, he

fully revealed. The tense pattern of the firstAgnus highly recommends this Ordinary as the best selec
Dei was MI-SO-LA. Only the two tones So-La tion to sell congregational singing to the faithful.
are chosen to form the new pattern SO-LA-SO,
which conveys immediately a feeling of serenity.
Followed without break by the same elemaits
which completed the first invocation, it makes up
an almost identical phrase. But this phrase has
grown as the radiating apex of a very simple nu
cleus, whose expressive power was at first imsuspected.
The similarity of the three endings is not the

j We lu^e all to read the valuable artide on

sole reason for having delayed mentioning than
until now. Their striking characteristics advise this
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procedure. First they are, more than in many
other cases, of a "litany",type. Thae is found in

"Learning the Ghant as a Language"

them a curt assertive musical diction which, when

repeated, is particullu'ly concluave. Secondly, the
contrast of Aeir stem rhythmic pattem with the
more flowing eaaness of the preceding incise, im
parts to this soft-hued Agnus Dd the tone of a
spiritual plea. From this contrast between the
fore-phrase and the after-phrase, there emerges a
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A Primer of Ttie Laws of Cfiurcfi A4usic
by Francis A. Brunner, C.S s. R.

Vll.

The Use of Gregorian Chant

IN THAT PRACTICAL DIGEST OF

pastors and organists and choirs today. Perhaps

Imusical legislation, the Motu Proprio

others who did not share his viewpoint, others
who did not realize as he did the benefit to souls

outlines the properties of good litur

that derived from the use in church of the venera
ble chants which were the Church's very own,

of Pope Pius X, the sainted pontiff
gical music. It must, he said, be holy

Jand
artistic and universal. These
qualities are the .very characteristics

would be inspired.

But Gregorian Chant amply merited the praise he

of the liturgy of which church music is a comple poured out on it. This monodic music is a period
mentary part. In making a practical application music, a form of song which developed in the
of these premises to the extant musical repertory Catholic ritual during the earlier centuries of the
of the Catholic Church, the pontiff exclaims that

these qualities are found best exemplified in plainsong, the chant called by the name of^ St. Gregory
the Great: "These qualties are to be found, in the
highest degree, in Gregorian chant. .
The para
graph which follows this statement sound more
like the oratory of a eulogist than the pronounce
ment of a legist.

^apal Eulogy. For the Holy Father goes
on to extol the glories of this traditional music of
the Church in words that reach the heights of en
thusiasm: "Gregorian chant . . . the chant proper
to the Roman Church, the only chant she has in
herited from the ancient fathers, which she has

jealously guarded for centuries in her liturgical
codices, which she directly proposes to the faith
ful as her own, which she prescribes exclusively

Church's life. As a system we may say that Greg

orian Chant is the accumulation of all the musical

knowledge 2tnd practices of the first thousand
years after the establishment of Christianity. In
the authentic collections published at Rome we
find about a thousand pieces of varying types,

simple and elaborate. These, and many more still
enshrined in undeciphered manuscripts, were al
most all composed in the time of liturgical devel
opment, from the period of the catacombs to the
flourishing years of the greatest of centuries, the
time of Dante. In these sacred chants, written en

tirely for the human voice and arranged (some
what arbitrarily) according to the eight church
modes or scales, the Church possesses the greatest
body of pure monody known to man. Whatever
interest the rest of the liturgical arts and sciences
might present, none surpasses or even equals the
sturdy structure of these collections 6f Gregorian
Chants for Holy Mass and the divine office. It is

for some parts of the liturgy . . ." Why this en
thusiasm? The answer to this query can be found a sublime treasure amassed from the infinite re
both in the character of Pope Pius X and in the sources which the liturgy places at the disposal of
contemporary state of musical appreciation. Pope musical poesy — its splendid variety of songs ar
Pius had been a country pastor and a bishop in ranged for the different actions of the great
the small diocese of Mantua before he was raised drama, and adapted precisely to the changing
to the Patriarchate of Venice and then to the

throne of, St. Peter. His practical experience with

solemnities and seasons.

chant in the ministry had engendered in his heart
a love for it and a zeal for its use. He knew its
value first-hand. There was in him none of the

Chant and J^iturgy. In Gregorian chant we

his contemporaries —and, letit beadded, ofmany

Centuries have contributed to its elaboration and

have the perfect example of art that has sprung
apathy that characterized the view of so many of from an intimate union of the liturgy and music.
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closely a compoation for church approaches
its ration^ development. And fpr centimes ^it more
in
its
movement, inspiration and savor the Greg
reigned supreme, both because it was then still orian form,
the more sacxed and liturgical it be
closer to the source of its iniqiiration and becai^ comes; and the
out of harmony it is withthat
it served the requirements of the daily saciific^ supreme model, more
the
less
worthy it is of thetemple."
act most adequate both in its nature and inits

spirit. The close connection between the liturgy
and plainsong is, explained by historical circum

%fistore it to Use- It is not, however, the en
thusiastic extoUer of the excdlence of plainsong or

stances. Gregorian Chant perfected itself by the teacher of esthetics that is important in this
means of the liturgy, and the liturgy, by^means of discussion of the use of Gregorian Chant; it is the
the chant. Both were established and regulated

legislator. Is there any legMation in this matter?
at the same time, so that every significant litlurgi- The
words of Pope Pius X are explicit, and ance
cal movement had its corresponding muacal mani
they
are a part of the Motu proprip they are words
festation. Muacal and liturgical elements are so
of
law,
binding: "The ancient traditional Gregori
intertwined in the development of Gregorian song

an Chant must thereford in a large measure be re
that they are separated only with difiiculty. The stored
to the functions of public worship, and the
entire liturgy was arranged for its completion
fact
must
be accepted by all that an ecclesiastical
through song, and without this continual con
function loses none of its solemnity when accom-

comitance, this recurring interplay, the Mass and

the divine Office would certainly have been mold

(Continued on next pase)

ed differently. Because of this close connection be
tween chant and liturgy, plainsong is preeminently

Are we grateful to God for having pre
served the Chant throughout all history^
in spite of all social upheavals?
Do we appreciate the will to continuity
which prompted the Church to pass on to
all generations of Christians a form of song
which was the expression of her inner life?

suited for creating, a triily religious atmosphere, an
atmosphere of prayer.

good sacred music must

be able to do this. But the reason the Church is so

insistent on the restoration of Gregorian chant to

its rightful place in worship is that Gregorian
chant is liturgical by its very make-up. Being it
self a prayer, it serves, one might say, as an organ-

Do we realize how well situated we are,

point for the one who prays while listening to it.

being able to compare the musical stability
of the Church with the passing evolutions

Besides, this inherited chant treats the sacred text
with reverence. Being unisonous, there is no'over

lapping of syllables, no marring of phrases. The
divisions of the sentence appear in the natural or
der of text delivery. Melody helps merely to make
the meaning more impressive.

the Paragon of <tAll Church Music- We
need not seek for further reasons to justify the con
tinual insistance of the Church that Gregorian

chant be employed in the liturgical functions.
Gregorian is the liturgical music par excellence. It
is, in fact, the very paragon of liturgical mudc,
and Pope Pius goes on to hold it up as the pattern
for sacred composition: "On these grounds Greg
orian Chant has always been regarded as the su
preme model for sacred music, so that it is fully
legitimate to lay down the following rule: The
Page 148

of secular music?

'

Are we to be counted among those who
forsake or those who cherish this inestima
ble legacy?

How can we contribute to guard the
sacred deposit in our own time, if we our
selves remain estranged from practical ex
perience in the Chant?

Would not our estrangement become

another Pharisaical attitude worthy of se
vere condemnation?

Is the treasure going to be guarded in
our midsts nay in ourselves?

wiiich slie ^

jealously guarded for centuries in her lit

urgical codices
(Continued on pase 149)
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panied by this music alone." There can be no mis

ment's study will demonstrate the wisdom of this

taking these lines or their intent. Quibble, if you
will, over the wor4s "in a large measure" — how Chant writing as an art and science continued in
large? The fact remains, we must make use of bloom till late in the Middle Ages, but gradually,
plainsong in public worship and we must become during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the
convinced that the use of plainsong in no way tradition began to falter. The growing interest in
polyphony brought with it a lessening of knowl
renders a solemnity less solemn.
edge of the theory of plainsong. The symbols used
of C^g'f'^S^tional Participation. in notation began to acquire new meanings as they
Perhaps a further reason for the papalinsistence on were adapted to the exigencies of contrapuntal
move.

the restoration of Gregorian Chant to general use writing. Confusion resulted. In printing, the
is the hope that its use will enable the faithful to forms of the new notes were frequently substituted
take a more active part in the public functions of for the older neums, the old neums, with their
worship: "Special efforts are to be made to restore rhythmic symbolism, were distorted. The long
the use of the Gregorian Chant by the people, so melismas, frequently sung in definite time-groups
that the faithful may again take a more active part or measures, through a misinterpretation of the
notes, proved too long and were curtailed. The
in the ecclesiastical offices, as was the case in an
cient times."

To these words of Pope X may be

added the equally express and impressive words of
Pope Pius XI, in the legislative document known
as the Constitution, Divini cultus sanctitatem: "In
order that the faithful may more actively partici

pate in divine worship, let them be made once
more to sing the Gregorian Chant, so far as it be
longs to them to take part in it. It is most im
portant that when the faithful assist at the sacred
ceremonies, or when pious sodalities take part
with the clergy in a procession, they should not be
merely detached and silent spectators, but, filled
with a deep sense of the beauty of the choir, as it
is prescribed." Gregorian Chant, the musical art
product of the Church herself must become once
more a part of the practical life of the Church.

What Version to Use. A supplementary ques
tion suggests itself, namely, what version of the
venerable plainsong must be used. The answer is
clear, and it is an answer safe-guarded by most
stringent legislation. In the Motu proprio we have
been quoting, that of November 22, 1903, Pope
Pius X refers to the chants "which the most recent

studies have so happily restored to their integrity
and purity." Subsequent acts have given an offi
cial sanction to the versions known as the "Vati

can editions"; these chants, and only these, may be
Used. Other editions of plainsong, not conforma
ble to the Vatican editions, are forbidden. A mo

Council of Trent tried to reform the church music

of the day, and this re-awakened interest in the
Chant, but because of the ignorance of the mu
sicians of the day, not acquainted with the chant
tradition now long dead, attempts to improve that
chant were never very successful. Palestrina,
among others, tried his hand at "improving" the
chant melodies according to Renaissance ideas,
but, as Baini his biographer relates, he put the
pieces aside unpublished. Later, however, a famed
printer, Raimondi, head of the Medicean press,
(Continued on next page)

Are we disposed to give a serious con
sideration to the Chant as to a treasure

whose beauty is unveiled before our long
ignorande and neglect?
Would we consider the Chant not only
as an ideal pattern of worship to follow,
but as a carrier of grace from which we
derive a spiritual benefit?

Let us ask to ourselves: Are we respond
ing heartily; do we perservere in our musi
cal efforts, are we making of the Chanting
a religious habit?
which she directly proposes to the faithful as her oym,
(Continued on page 150)
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revived the project of a complete edition of the
Gradual and enlisted two musicians, Felice Anerio

and Francesco Suriano, •eminent contrapuntalists
both, to revise the melodieis. They completed their
task with unbelievable speed and equally unbe
lievable recklessness, so that the Medicean edition
was published in two years, 1614-5. Although the
work is absolutely worthless from a scientific view
point (for here are not versions of the chant melo
dies but rather preversions and distortions), the
edition obtained a specious importance when it re
ceived a mild approval of some sort at Rome; On

script tradition prior to the thirteenth century was
found to be fairly uniform. By 1899 Dom Moc

quereau felt sure enough of his researches to pub
lish the Paleographie Mustcale, in which he pre
sented documentary evidence of the unity of tradi
tion in the manuscripts. After many years of study,
therefore, the old melodies at last stood revealed in
their original beauty, with all the subtleties of their
rhythm and interpretation. The scientific world
took notice — and the rest is history. The incor
rect and multilated version of Ratisbon was re

placed by an official Vatican edition based on the

this account this Medicean edition was chosen

most ancient and authentic documents. Whatever

when, in 1870, as a result of a re-awakened inter

the minor imperfections of these books, in their en
semble they stand as a revelation of the beauty of
this art of Gregorian Chant which is the voice ,of

est in matters Gregorian aroused by the Cecilian
movement in Germany, Pustet published his Ratisbon edition and secured its approbation from the
Congregation of Rites as the "official" edition.
Meanwhile, scholars like Dom Pothier and Dom
Mocquereau, Dr. Peter Wagner, Professor Gevaert and others had been searching the libraries of
Europe for manuscripts of the chants and after
painstaking investigation had arrived at what apj>eared to be the authentic versions. The manu

the Church itseh, this voice which was silenced, or

Worse yet, deformed, for so many centuries.
It is to these versions, the Vatican editions pre
pared by the monks of Solesmes and their collab
orators, that we must turn when we wish to abide

by the laws of the Church and incorporate into
our church repertory the ancient traditional plainsong known as Gregorian Chant.

Do we recognize the wisdom of the
Church which maintains, through the
Chant, a high objective level in all sacred
music?

Do we conform our appreciation of sa
cred music to this prescribed^^ ideal, or do
we stubbornly prefer our individual
If every reader interested ONE friend in
CAECILIA, what a difference it would make

in our subscription list. Think it over.

whims?

Do we fulfill the law which prescribes
the Chant, not through occasional but fre
quent chanting?
Are we satisfied with our personal ef
forts, or do we regard the Churches pre
scriptions as an urging invitation to a re
ligious apostolate? ,
which she prescribes exclusively for some parts of the
liturgy^ and which the most recent studies have so hBp^
pily restored to their integrity and purity
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OUTSTANDING

PUBLICATIONS

With Which You Should Bo Fomiiior
A

DAILY HYMNAL

Well known in Convents throughout the British Isles, contains 384
English and Latin hymns. Chants and SSA music. One or more pieces
for the principal feasts and seasons of the year. Price (paper) $1.25
THE ROSARIAN

HYMNAL

New collection of 44 pieces from the St. Rose Hymnal, arranged
for SAB (Junior High) or SATB (adult) voices. English and Latin.
Price 90^
CHANT MELODIES for HOME, SCHOOL ond CHURCH

A basic collection of chants in modern notation, with English trans
lations, and illustrative symbols. For use with any secular school
series, or for integration with Christian Doctrine instruction.

and tested by five years' trial in schools.

Graded

Price (paper) 35^

THE MOUNT MARY MOTET BOOK

Not a hymnal — a collection of 111 Latin motets for 2, 3 or 4 equal
voices, for various seasons and services. One of the most compre
hensive works of its kind now in print. Singers Edition (Plastic bound)
$2.00
TREASURY OF SACRED POLYPHONY FOR SATB VOICES

Compiled and arranged by Sr. Scholastica, I.H.M., Marywood, Pa.,
and Theodore Marier, Boston.

An ideal collection of the easiest pieces by masters of polyphony,
for introducing such music to parish choirs. 15 Motets and a Mass
(without Credo). Singers Edition (Paper) $1.00 per copy. Teachers'
Manual $2.50

SINGENBERGER MOTET COLLECTIONS FOR SATB VOICES

In observance of the 100th anniversary of the birth of John Singenberger, and the 75th anniversary of the founding of the CAECILIA
Magazine, two books of the best known motets by this composer have
been issued. Programs this year should give special representation
to Singenberger music, and these books provide a ready reference to
many practical compositions by this author.
Vol. I. Benediction Music —• 80^

Vol. 11 Miscel laneous Motets — 90^
BRAGERS ACCOMPANIMENTS TO THE PROPER OF THE TIME

Two matchless volumes, representing a lifetime of preparation and
artistic accomplishment.
French and English translations on each
page. Durable leatherette covers, and wire binding ornament the clas
sic excellence of the harmonizations of Gregorian Propers to make a
. publication of eminence in the field of church music. Price $6.00 per
volume.

Mclaughlin & reilly co.

45 Franklin Street, Boston, Massachusetts
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